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ABSTRACT Today’s Internet is vulnerable to numerous attacks, including source spoofing, distributed
denial of service, prefix hijacking, and route forgery. Network-layer accountability is considered as an
effective deterrence tool which can be used to address these attacks. Much research has been devoted
to improving network-layer accountability of today’s Internet. In this paper, we first investigate the
state-of-the-art network-layer accountability research and summarize a general definition of network-layer
accountability. Next, we propose a network-layer accountability framework and present a taxonomy of
network-layer accountability protocols according to accountability granularity. Furthermore, we compare
these protocols and discuss their pros and cons mainly from accountability function, deployability, and
security. Finally, some open research questions are emphasized for directing future designs.

INDEX TERMS Internet security, network-layer accountability protocols, survey.

I. INTRODUCTION
It is well-known that the Internet has evolved from being
an early American military computer network (ARPANET)
to the current huge commercial commodity. Although the
Internet has achieved a splendid success, it fails to prevent
a variety of attacks, which result in huge damages and losses.
Distributed denial of service (DDoS) attacks are still very
prevalent [1]–[3], cost enormous business losses [4], and can
even disable a country’s Internet access [5], [6]. Prefix and
route hijacking also knocked a country offline [7] or made
famous web services globally unreachable [8].

It is believed that these vulnerabilities stem from the fact
that the initial Internet design did not take security into
consideration. To solve these security problems and defend
the Internet, there are generally two options: protection and
deterrence. The former aims to reduce vulnerabilities by
hardening possible targets against attacks, minimizing the
damages, and preventing attackers from using attacking tech-
niques successfully. The latter aims to reduce the incentive for
attackers to engage in security attacks through credible threats
of retaliation. Accountability is considered as a deterrence
tool that can be utilized to address such attacks we face today.

Basically, information security is the confidentiality,
integrity, and availability of information [9]–[11]. Although
accountability is not one of the general security attributes,

it also gets involved with security [10], [12]. Generally,
accountability is defined as a process of being called to
account to some authority for one’s actions [13]. Although
many different definitions of accountability in different areas
have been proposed, including network [14]–[19], software-
defined networking [20], [21], distributed systems [22]–[24],
cloud [25], [26], and web services [27], we consider that the
core ideas of accountability are to confirm one’s actions and
assign responsibility.

As accountability has specific meanings in different areas,
the research issues and solutions differ. In this paper, we focus
on network-layer accountability, i.e., how to associate senders
with their packets and provide a firmer foundation of
network-layer security to the Internet. The essence of the
Internet [28]–[30] is the architecture which contains proto-
cols, algorithms, mechanisms, and frameworks. Although we
have several options in the layered architecture to improve
the accountability of the Internet, we believe that the network
layer is the best choice. The reasons include:

• Firstly, the network layer is considered as the core of
the Internet architecture. The current network layer,
however, provides a weak security foundation for
building upper layer applications. Many upper layer
protocols need significant additional mechanisms and
external support to fix their security problems. A firmer
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foundation for the network-layer security will help
decrease the security fixes for upper layer applications.

• Secondly, lower-layer protocols do not provide global
unified Internet-level connectivity, which makes the
accountability-enhancing mechanisms have limited per-
formance and efficiency to account for misbehaving
entities from different networks. Furthermore, various
lower-layer protocols will increase the workload for
designing accountability-enhancing mechanisms.

• Thirdly, designing accountability-enhancing mecha-
nisms for various upper-layer protocols requires a huge
amount of work, while the support of network-layer
accountability will simplify the design of upper-layer
accountability mechanisms. Moreover, we often need
to consider the security issues brought by lower layers
(e.g., the network layer) when designing upper-layer
accountability-enhancing mechanisms.

So, what is accountability at the network layer of the
Internet? In the Internet, the actions of an entity are sending
packets to other entities. These actions are what the Internet
aims to account for, especially in case of misbehaving enti-
ties. Therefore, network-layer accountability of the Internet
is to determine who sent a specific packet.

However, the current Internet is lacking accountability.
On the one hand, although accountability was a design goal
of the Internet architecture, the Internet architecture has few
tools for accounting for packet flows [31]. On the other hand,
although IP addresses can be used to identify the hosts to
be accounted for, it is not sufficient or efficient to use them
and current related mechanisms to account for the hosts’
misbehaviors. The reasons are as follows:

• Widespread IP spoofing: Currently, more than 30% of
prefixes and about half of autonomous systems (ASes)
are spoofable [32]. DDoS attacks are still very prevalent
and result in huge damages and losses [1]–[3]. IP spoof-
ing is so widespread that it is unreliable and difficult
to associate packets with their sources and account for
malicious entities.

• Dynamic address assignment and translation: Even
if the source addresses of the packets are authentic,
the prevalence of address assignment protocols such as
dynamic host configuration protocol (DHCP) [33], [34]
and stateless address autoconfiguration (SLAAC) [35],
and address translation techniques such as network
address translation (NAT) [36] makes it difficult and
complex to use IP addresses to trace back traffic sources.

• Omnipresent mobile hosts: Today, mobile hosts are
becoming omnipresent. A mobile host can have more
than one address in an access network and have several
different addresses in another access network. However,
the mobility of the hosts makes it difficult and compli-
cated to trace back hosts and account for their behaviors.

Because network-layer accountability can not only help
solve burning security problems such as source address
spoofing, DDoS attacks, prefix hijacking, and route forgery
but also provide convenience to analyze hosts’ behaviors and

build flexible routing polices, we focus on network-layer
accountability protocols and their functionality, deployability
and security in this paper. To date, the main related survey
is [37], which discussed accountability in different areas, such
as theory and metrics, logging, the Internet and network, dis-
tributed systems, cloud, and smart grid. Compared with [37],
this paper focuses on the network layer of the Internet and
proposes a general framework of network-layer accountabil-
ity and comparative analysis among existing protocols from
accountability function, deployability, and security. The con-
tributions of this survey mainly include the three following
points:

• A general definition of network-layer accountability is
summarized.

• A framework, taxonomy, and comparative analysis of
network-layer accountability protocols are proposed.

• Open research questions and future research directions
are proposed for designing new network-layer account-
ability mechanisms.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses the definition of accountability at the network
layer of the Internet. Section III aims to provide a gen-
eral network-layer accountability framework and classify the
network-layer accountability into three categories according
to accountability granularity: AS-targeted, host-targeted, and
user-targeted. Section IV, V, and VI describe AS-, host-,
and user-targeted accountability protocols, respectively. The
analysis and discussion of the accountability protocols are
provided in Section VII. Finally, we conclude the paper and
provide open research questions in Section VIII.

II. NETWORK-LAYER ACCOUNTABILITY
Generally, accountability is defined as a process of being
called to account to some authority for one’s actions [13].
Described in an account-giving manner, A is account-
able to B when A is obliged to inform B about A’s
(past or future) actions and decisions, to justify them, and to
suffer punishment in the case of eventual misconduct [38].
In computers, accountability refers to holding a user respon-
sible for any behaviors on the computer, including sending
packets, installing a software, and modifying a firmware.
Even in the computer science, accountability in differ-
ent branches has different connotations. PeerReview [23]
attempts to provide accountability by detecting general
Byzantine faults [39], [40], linking to and exposing faulty
nodes in distributed systems. CATS [24] is a network storage
service with strong accountability properties by building on a
history of work on authenticated data structures and incor-
porating the state of the art in that area into a prototype.
AudIt [19] is an explicit accountability interface through
which Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can send back infor-
mation related to loss and delay to help traffic source find
out which unit to blame. AVMs [25] are accountable virtual
machines that can provide users with the capability to detect
faults, to identify the faulty node, and to produce evidence
that connects the faults to the corresponding machine.
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TABLE 1. Definition of network-layer accountability in different arts.

Ujcich et al. [20] propose an accountable SDN architec-
ture which incorporates various notions of accountability for
achieving system-wide cyber resiliency goals. SDNsec [21]
provides an SDN security extension that provides account-
ability for the SDN data plane.

Before starting further discussions, we introduce two fun-
damental terms: accountee and accountor. The accountee
is the entity that is accountable to the accountor. Based on
the basic definitions and applications in different areas of
accountability, we consider that the general definition of
accountability contains four significant properties:

• Entities: All the entities that can take actions in a system
can be accountees in the accounting process.

• Actions: Actions are taken by an entity. The entity will
be an accountee in case that observed actions cause
damages.

• Proofs: The accountor can provide proofs of authentic-
ity of specific actions taken by the accountee.

• Countermeasures: Countermeasures should be pro-
vided when an accountee misbehaves. In another word,
an accountee should suffer a punishment in case of
misbehaviors.

So, what is accountability at the network layer of the
Internet? Although different arts have different definitions
of network-layer accountability as shown in Table 1, all
these definitions are applicable to the scope of the general
definition we provide above. More specifically, the actions
of sending packets taken by specific entities are what the
Internet aims to account for. From different points of view,
the responsible entities can be different. The responsible
entities at the network layer can be ASes, hosts, or users,
etc. If an entity is judged to have taken specific actions,
the countermeasures can be detecting, filtering, and stop-
ping the (following) misbehaviors of the entity. Therefore,
network-layer accountability of the Internet is to determine
whether an entity has sent a specific packet and provide
countermeasures in case of misbehaviors.

Once we can achieve network-layer accountability in
the Internet, we can regulate the behaviors of hosts and
improve the user experience and the performance of the
Internet.

• Enforce the network-layer security. On the one hand,
the accountability of the Internet makes it impossible
for hosts to send traffic with impunity. Administrative
or legal actions can be used to punish the perpetrators.
On the other hand, effective accountable mechanisms of
the Internet help solve many attacks, including source
spoofing, DDoS, prefix hijacking, and route forgery, and
improve the performance of the Internet.

• Analyze hosts’ behaviors. The ISPs can analyze the
traffic of the hosts and provide customized services to
the hosts.

• Build routing policies. The ISP can build finer-grained
and more efficient routing policies to forward traffic
from different types of users.

III. ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK
AND CLASSIFICATION
In this section, we propose a useful framework which can
be used as a guide to accountability protocol designs. Also,
we present a taxonomy of existing network-layer accountabil-
ity protocols.

A. ACCOUNTABILITY FRAMEWORK
Through the arts we investigated, we find that network-layer
accountability can be achieved by providing the following
four properties at the network layer corresponding to the four
tuples mentioned in Section II:

• Identify each sender. In the network, the responsible
entities are packet senders. To account for a sender,
it should be assigned a unique identifier in a network.
If multiple users or hosts have a same identifier, it will
lead confusions in determining the true sender iden-
tity. Sender identifiers can be used to build unforge-
able and undeniable connections with packets through
direct or indirect methods. More importantly, the identi-
fiers should be distributed and managed by trustworthy
entities rather than users [44], [45].

• Ensure the authenticity of packets. In the Internet,
the packets are the evidence that a sender has taken
such actions. Therefore, the authenticity of packets is
a basic requirement when using packets as unforgeable
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TABLE 2. Granularity classification of network-layer accountability.

and undeniable evidence in case of misbehaviors. Many
mechanisms are proposed to ensure the authenticity of
packets, including anti-spoofing [46]–[48] and integrity
protection [44], [49]. As hosts may be malicious, deci-
sions on whether packets are real or not cannot be made
only by hosts. At least another one trustworthy entity
should have the ability to check the authenticity of the
packets sent by hosts.

• Associate packets with senders. The protocol must
associate sender identities with their sent packets. If the
packets of an accountable protocol cannot be used
to trace back the sender identities, the protocol lacks
accountability. Note that the associations between pack-
ets and user identifiers made by association methods
must be unforgeable. If the associations are easy to
forge, attackers can easily forge packets which may
appear to be sent by a benign source. Moreover, a source
can deny having sent a packet. Generally, there are two
types of association methods: out-of-packet association
and in-packet association. The former refers that store
the binding between a sender identifier and some fields
of a packet. This method requires an AS to create and
maintain an additional mapping table. The latter refers to
embedding a user identifier into some field(s) of a packet
with plaintext or ciphertext. This method allows an AS
to get a user identity from some field(s) of a packet in a
stateless manner.

• Provide Accountability countermeasures or services.
Countermeasures or services should be provided to
detect and filter misbehaviors, and even deter misbe-
haved senders from misbehaving further. Accountabil-
ity countermeasures show how to use accountability to
stop ongoing attacks or prevent future ones. Currently,
typical countermeasures include source validation, shut-
off, traceback, and reputation systems. Source validation
checks if the packets have originated from the claimed
source [46], [50]–[53]. Shutoff is used to allow desti-
nation hosts to selectively block traffic from particular
source hosts [15], [43], [44]. Traceback is a type of
service that usesmethods to reliably determine the origin
(user or host identity) of a packet in the Internet [54].
Reputation systems can be generally divided into two
types: provider reputation systems [55] and client repu-
tation systems [16]. The latter can be used to help service
providers select trustworthy clients and provide better
and high-priority services. This will require that service
providers know a client’s reputation score. People can
also define other accountability countermeasures.

B. CLASSIFICATION BASED ON
ACCOUNTABILITY GRANULARITY
The accountees of network-layer accountability protocols
from coarse-grained to fine-grained granularity can be the
source AS itself, hosts, and users. Therefore, we divide these
protocols into three categories based on accountability gran-
ularity, and the results are shown in Table 2:

• AS-targeted accountability: Determines whether the
source AS has sent a specific packet.

• Host-targeted accountability: Determines which host
has sent a specific packet.

• User-targeted accountability: Determines which user
has sent a specific packet.

In fact, user-targeted accountability and host-targeted
accountability are the finer-grained version of AS-targeted
data-plane accountability. When user-targeted accountability
and host-targeted accountability are established, AS-targeted
data-plane accountability is also established. Below we will
discuss and analyze the design methods of network-layer
accountability protocols in each category.

IV. AS-TARGETED ACCOUNTABILITY
In fact, many works related to AS-targeted accountability
have been proposed. We divide AS-targeted accountabil-
ity protocols into two categories: AS-targeted data-plane
accountability and AS-targeted control-plane accountability.
The former refers that holds ASes responsible for their data-
plane traffic. The latter refers that holds ASes responsible for
the traffic which they send to build routing information.

For AS-targeted data-plane accountability, there are gen-
erally two options for determining whether the source AS
has sent specific data packets: self-verified and other-verified.
The former refers that the source AS inserts proofs into
packets, which can be used by participating ASes on the
forwarding path to verify whether specific packets are from
their claimed ASes, e.g., Passport [50]. The main idea is to
validate source addresses from the inter-domain level. The
latter is that transit ASes help determine whether the source
AS has sent specific packets by inserting the proofs into pack-
ets they have forwarded, e.g., FAIR [56]. Currently, several
surveys or reviews [58], [59] are dedicated to the discussion
and comparison among inter-domain address validation tech-
nologies. Therefore, we will not pay more attention to these
inter-domain address validation technologies but introduce
two schemes that are used in host-targeted accountability
protocols, i.e., ingress filtering [47] and Passport [50].

As for AS-targeted control-plane accountability, secure
inter-domain routing techniques are mainly used to
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FIGURE 1. Evolution of network-layer accountability techniques.

achieve AS-targeted control-plane accountability, such as
S-BGP [60], soBGP [61], psBGP [62], SPV [63], origin
authentication [64], and RPKI [65]. As many great stud-
ies [66]–[68] have focused on this area, we will not conduct
a detailed discussion of these protocols in this paper. But
we will discuss one special protocol named IPA [17], [18]
which enables securing routing protocols such as S-BGP [60],
soBGP [61] to announce prefixes and achieve origin authen-
tication and AS path authentication.

A. INGRESS FILTERING
Network ingress filtering [47] is a simple, effective, and
straightforwardmethod that ISPs can use to filter packets with
forged IP addresses and prevent the acceptance of spoofed
packets. When an edge device in an ISP installs ingress
filtering, it will examine every inbound packet and filter
the packets with source addresses belonging to the prefix
announcements of the network that the edge device resides in.
Although this method ensures that an outside sender cannot
spoof the addresses belonging to the announced prefixes of
a network, it cannot prevent an inside sender from spoofing
other addresses in the same prefix.

Unicast Reverse Path Forwarding (uRPF) extends ingress
filtering by requiring routers or firewalls to check whether
the packet arrives on the interface which would be used
to forward the traffic to the source address of the packet.
However, uRPF will be ineffective due to route asymmetry.
Several possible relaxations to uRPF are also provided to
allow it to be more effective even in the case of route
asymmetry [69].

At least five ways can be used to implement ingress fil-
tering. These ways include: ingress access lists, strict reverse
path forwarding, feasible path reverse path forwarding, loose
reverse path forwarding, and loose reverse path forwarding
ignoring default routes [69].

To a certain degree, ingress filtering provides accountabil-
ity. An administrative network can be held accountable for its
packets.

B. PASSPORT
Passport is a network-layer source authentication system that
allows source addresses to be validated to the granularity of
the origin AS within the network. As shown in Figure 2,
when a packet leaves its own source AS, the border router
will stamp a message authentication code (MAC) along the
network path into the Passport header of the packet. Each
MAC covers the source address, the destination address,
the IP identifier, the packet length field of the packet, and
the first 8 bytes of the payload, and is computed using the
shared secret key between the source AS and each AS along
the network path.

The shared secret key is distributed by piggybacking a
Diffie-Hellman key exchange [70] on BGP routing advertise-
ments. Other benefits that Passport gains from distributing
shared secret key within the inter-domain routing system
include bootstrapping the key distribution and efficiency.

When an AS along the network path receives an incoming
Passport packet, the border router first checks whether the
correspondingMAC value is valid using the secret key shared
with the source AS. Because the correct MAC value can be
only computed by the source AS, it is obvious that a verified
packet must come from the source AS indicated by the source
address. Otherwise, the Passport packet with invalid MAC
value is source spoofed.

Passport also allows inter-operation of two upgraded ASes
even if there are legacy ASes between them. An upgraded
AS will discard a legacy packet with the source AS and
destination AS both deploying Passport. If the source AS
of a packet deploys Passport but the destination AS not,
the upgraded AS will demote the packet.
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FIGURE 2. A high-level overview of passport.

C. IPA
IPA [17], [18] aims to provide the same accountability guar-
antees as Accountable Internet Protocol (AIP) [15] but keep
compatible with current IP. IPA tries to secure the routing
infrastructure of the current Internet and leverages exist-
ing mechanisms to provide accountability. Bootstrapping
accountability in the Internet with lightweight and adoptable
enhancements is the central design goal of IPA.

IPA retains the hierarchical IP address structure but adopts
another addressing convention of AIP–Autonomous system
numbers (ASNs) are generated from public keys. Because
ASNs are currently flat, replacing them with ASes’ self-
certifying identifiers does not have an influence on the exist-
ing inter-domain routing protocols. IPA uses top-level reverse
DNSSEC hierarchy other than a separate PKI to certify an
ASN’s ownership. An IP prefix is bound to the public key of
an AS. The hash of the public key is used as the ASN. These
bindings are stored as signed reverse DNSSEC records. Inter-
net Assigned Number Authority (IANA), the root Internet
registry, delegates prefix allocations and the corresponding
reverse DNS zones to RIRs. RIRs can also sign records that
certify sub-delegations to ASes. Therefore, prefix owners can
use the DNSSEC records to authorize their prefix ownership.

After creating these secure bindings, IPA enables secure
routing protocols such as S-BGP [60], soBGP [61] to
announce prefixes and to achieve origin authentication and
AS path authentication. It is assumed that IANA’s root public
key is globally known. One can query the corresponding
DNSSEC records to validate the announcements. IPA also
enables other implementations such as Passport [50] to pro-
vide accountability at an AS level, NetFence [71] to defend
DDoS attacks. Compared with AIP, IPA does not require host
renumbering or trusted host hardware.

D. FAIR
Forwarding Accountability for Internet Reputability
(FAIR) [56] is an architectural mechanism that leverages for-
warding accountability to incentive Internet service providers
(ISPs) to apply stricter security policies to their customers.

Forwarding accountability refers to holding transit ASes
accountable for the traffic they forward. Transit ASes will
embed short cryptographic proofs within the packets that a
destination AS will show to the transit ASes to prove the
fact that they have indeed forwarded the malicious traffic.
In FAIR, packets collect proof that will remind the transit
ASes of having forwarded these packets rather than carry
capabilities in previous arts.

Communications under FAIR include three phases, namely
1) setup, 2) transmission, and 3) protest. For the first phase,
source and destination ASes should set up a channel with
sending a traffic policy formally expressed by the Token
Bucket (TB) parameters [72] from the source AS to the
destination AS. The policy communicated in the channel can
be a specification of the average sending rate, the maximum
burst size, or even the forbidden abnormal packet headers.
Other future Internet proposals can also replace this setup
phase.

The second phase is the data transmission process, which
are mainly operated by the source AS, cooperating ASes,
and the destination AS. In the source AS, after a host sends
data packets over the known path, the source AS’s border
routers enforce the sending policy by applying the parameters
to the TB and embed extra information within the packet to
be used to construct proofs of violations thereafter. In the
cooperating transit ASes, every egress border router verifies
whether the source’s timestamp in the packet deviates from
the local time beyond a threshold and then marks the packet
with a cryptographic MAC to prove that it indeed forwarded
the packet. The destination AS monitors the communication
channel to detect sending policy violations and stores packet
headers containing the cryptographic markings for the proof
of misbehaviors.

Finally, Phase 3 is used to make the destination ASes
protest to other ASes provably. The sending policy and the
data packet headers should be provided by the destination
AS to all cooperating transit ASes along the routing path.
All the cooperating transit ASes verify the proof and
acknowledge or reject the complaints. The destination AS
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FIGURE 3. Generation process of CGAs.

will collect the complaint results. Furthermore, the destina-
tion AS sends the collected results back to all the cooperating
transit ASes. Consequently, all the transit ASes along the path
know whether the source AS is compromised.

V. HOST-TARGETED ACCOUNTABILITY
In this section, we describe the state of the art of host-targeted
accountability. Host-based accountability refers to the ability
that holds hosts responsible for the packets they have sent.
To establish host-targeted accountability at the network layer,
hosts must be identified uniquely first. Then, each packet
originated from a host must be authentic. According to the
host identifiers, we classify the host-targeted accountability
protocols into two categories: IP address-based and other
identifier-based. The former category uses IP addresses as
the targets to be accounted for. A common idea to achieve
such kind of accountability is to validate source addresses.
Many related surveys have been proposed to address this
issue. Therefore, we only discuss several mechanisms used
by the latter category of protocols. Other identifier-based
host-targeted accountability protocols often identify hosts by
public keys or other self-defined identifiers.

A. SOURCE ADDRESS VALIDATION IMPROVEMENT
Source Address Validation Improvement (SAVI) methods are
developed to prevent nodes attached to the same IP link from
spoofing each other’s IP addresses, so as to complement
ingress filtering with finer-grained, standardized IP source
address validation [46]. SAVI methods should be designed to
be purely network-based so as to enable network operators to
deploy fine-grained IP source address validation without any
dependency on hosts. A three-step model is used to instruct a
SAVI instance to enforce the host’s use of legitimate IP source
addresses. Firstly, through monitoring traffic originated from
a host, a network can identify which IP source addresses are

legitimate for the host. Secondly, a legitimate IP address must
be bound to a link-layer property of the network the host
attached to (binding anchor). Binding anchor must be more
difficult to spoof than the host’s IP source address. Thirdly,
every time a host sends a packet, the source address of the
packet should be checked whether it matches the binding
anchor. Note that the closer a SAVI instance is located to
the host, the more effective the SAVI method is. The binding
anchor can be the IEEE extended unique identifier, the port on
an Ethernet switch to which a host attaches, the security asso-
ciation between a host and the base station on wireless links,
the combination of a host interface’s link-layer address and
a customer relationship in cable modem networks, an ATM
virtual channel, a PPP session identifier, a Layer 2 Tunneling
Protocol (L2TP) session identifier in a DSL network, and a
tunnel that connects to a single host [46].

Currently, several SAVI documents have been standard-
ized based on the different address assignment techniques
(e.g., SLAAC [35], DHCP [33], [34], and secure neighbor
discovery (SEND) [73]), including SAVI-FCFS [74], SAVI-
DHCP [75], SAVI-SEND [76], and SAVI-MIX [77].

B. CRYPTOGRAPHICALLY GENERATED ADDRESSES
Cryptographically Generated Addresses (CGAs) [51] are
IPv6 addresses generated by computing a cryptographic one-
way hash method from a public key and some auxiliary
parameters. To protect the security of the SEND protocol [73]
in IPv6, the Internet Engineering Task Force proposes and
standardizes CGAs in 2005. The main goal of CGAs is to pre-
vent stealing and spoofing of existing IPv6 addresses. CGAs
can also give the same level of pseudonymity of temporary
addresses defined in [78].

Figure 3 presents the process of generating CGAs.
A security parameter (Sec) is bound with a CGA to deter-
mine the strength against brute-force attacks. The interface
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identifier is generated from modifier (any random 128-bit
unsigned integer), subnet prefix, collision count, public key,
3-bit Sec, and optional extension fields using hash algo-
rithms [79]. Once an address collision is detected after dupli-
cate address detection [35], the host increments the collision
count by one and regenerates a CGA.

FIGURE 4. Verification process of CGAs.

Figure 4 shows the verification process of CGAs. The
verification process mainly contains four parts, including
collision count check, subnet prefix check, Hash1 check, and
Hash2 check. Firstly, check the collision count is 0, 1, or 2.
Secondly, check the subnet prefix in the CGAparameters data
structure is equal to the subnet prefix of the address. Thirdly,
generate Hash1 from the CGA Parameters data structure and
compare Hash1 with the interface identifier of the address
(ignore the 1, 2, 3, 6, 7 bits). Finally, check the 16*Sec
leftmost bits of Hash2 are equal to zero. If any step of the four
checks fails, the verification fails. Although the verification
process of CGAs does not require the support of extra security
frameworks, it cannot prove that an address is not a CGA.

As CGAs are not certified, an attacker can create a new
address from any arbitrary subnet prefix and its own or some-
one else’s public key. However, it is difficult for an attacker to
find a collision of the cryptographic hash value Hash1, so the
attacker cannot impersonate someone else’s address. Another
limitation for CGAs is that the cost of address generation is
very high, especially in the case of a high Sec value.

C. PERSONA
Persona [42] is a protocol that attempts to balance anonymity
and accountability at the network layer of the Next

Generation Internet (NGI). The goal of Persona is to com-
bine accountability and anonymity, which appear mutually
exclusive properties, in a stateless manner within routers.
Therefore, Persona can help discover malicious nodes, while
it keeps user identities anonymous and even allows users to
choose different levels of anonymity.

In Persona, it is assumed that routers are installed with
a Trusted Platform Module (TPM) [80], which is a micro-
controller that stores keys, passwords and digital certificates.
Symmetric secret keys shared between routers and the ISP
are embedded within the TPM. When a user first connects
to the network through a router of the ISP, the router uses
the keys in the TPMs to encrypt the information (including
the addresses of the routers that the user can contact as ‘‘first
hop’’ and the shared keys between these routers and the user)
exchanged between the user and the ISP. To achieve per
packet anonymity, the sender binds an incremental sequence
number (SN) to each packet it sends. Hence, Persona iden-
tifies each packet by two unique fields, the sender’s IP and
the SN.

Figure 5 shows the message exchanges between the sender,
the routers and the receiver in Persona. The user encrypts the
destination using the secret key shared with the router and
sends a Persona packet to the router. The router maps the
source IP address of the user to hide the source identity of
the packet. Once the IP address has been changed, the router
forwards the packet to the Internet. In this way, the receiver
will not know how to respond to the sender, because it cannot
know the true source address of the sender and there is no
tunnel established.

As for the response to the sender, the receiver can create a
packet with the destination of tuple (IPd ||SNd ) and forward it
to Rn. Note that the router needs to know that packet is being
sent ‘‘forward’’ or ‘‘backwards’’ so that it can know whether
to encrypt or decrypt the tuple (IP||SN ).

D. BUILDING ACCOUNTABILITY INTO
THE FUTURE INTERNET
Building Accountability into the Future Internet (BAFI) [16]
is a future Internet architecture aiming to prevent IP spoofing,
DDoS attacks, distributed scanning and intrusions, and wide-
spread worm infections. The architecture mainly includes
three parts: source signatures, packet tickets, and reputation
system.

Source signatures attached to the packets are the core of
the architecture. Senders attach cryptographic signatures to
each packet at the departure time. The signature depends on
the source identity, the packet’s header and contents. It is
assumed that naming and location services will be separated
in the future Internet. Identity and location identifiers carried
in the packets should be globally unique. When an AS border
router receives an outgoing packet, it first verifies the host-
level signature. If succeed, the border router will replace the
host-level signature with an AS-level signature. The packet
will be verified by all the routers on the routing path until it
reaches the destination host.
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FIGURE 5. Message exchanges among the sender, the routers and the receiver in Persona.

The packet tickets acting as capabilities to reduce
unwanted traffic lie in the second layer of the architecture.
A client sends a ticket request to a server. The server deter-
mines whether it will grant access to the client. Routers on the
routing path also verify tickets in all packets they forward.
Note that a server cannot know the previous behaviors to
decide whether to grant access to a new coming client. Two
choices can be made to solve the problem. The first one is that
the server makes the decisions based on the client’s reputation
from the reputation system. The second one is that the server
grants a ticket to each new client.

The top layer of the architecture is a reputation system.
It collects server reports about malicious client behaviors and
provides information to servers that can be used to decide
whether a client can be granted a ticket. It is assumed that
servers have means of identifying misbehavior. Each report
contains the identity of the misbehaved client and the content
of the misbehavior. It is required that each report should be
coupled with a traffic sample to prove the occurrence of the
alleged activities.

E. ACCOUNTABILITY AS A SERVICE
Accountability as a Service (AaaS) [14] considers account-
ability as a first-class network service, independent of
addressing and routing. An accountability service provides
its authenticated clients with identifiers that can be used
to mark packets accountable. The accountability service
vouches for the packets of its authenticated clients and could
not necessarily be the ISP. Internet users determine what

FIGURE 6. A high-level overview of AaaS [14].

accountability services they prefer and what level of account-
ability they require and ask the network to block traffic
from any specific source for any reason. The sender and all
the ISPs along the path should sign the signatures and add
them in packets as shown in Figure 6. The receiver validates
the sender certificate to learn which accountability service
vouches for the sender. If a victim still receives unwanted
traffic, it can trace back all the ISP signatures to find out the
responsible ISP that did not check the packet and present the
evidence to its accountability service.

F. ACCOUNTABLE INTERNET PROTOCOL
Accountable Internet Protocol (AIP) [15] is a network archi-
tecture that provides accountability as a first-order property.
AIP eschews the use of CIDR-style addresses and employs an
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innovative approach, a hierarchy of self-certifying addresses
derived from public keys of the corresponding entities,
to provide accountability at the network layer. Although this
prohibits compatibility with the current Internet protocols
(i.e., IPv4 and IPv6), it allows hosts and domains to prove
they have the address they claim to have without relying on
any global trusted authority. AIP also uses secure hardware
(i.e., smart-NIC) in each well-intentioned host to allow des-
tinations to block unwanted traffic, i.e., shut-off protocol.

FIGURE 7. The AIP address structure [15].

In the AIP architecture, an accountability domain (AD)
with a unique identifier is decomposed from the current
administered networks and plays the role of today’s AS.
Each host is assigned a globally unique endpoint identifier
(EID). The AIP address of a host currently homed in some
AD would have an address of the form AD : EID. Both
AD and EID of an address are hashed from public keys as
shown in Figure 7. Each AIP address contains a cryptog-
raphy version number that suggests what signature scheme
incarnation was used to generate the address in case that the
strength of cryptographic primitives degrades. Obviously, it is
impossible for AIP addresses to be aggregated or routed based
on current practice. For inter-AD routing, routers use only
the destination AD to forward the packet before the packet
reaches the destination AD. For intra-AD routing, routers
forward the packet using only its EID. The AIP header packet
is shown in Figure 8.

FIGURE 8. The AIP packet header [15].

The goal of using self-certifying address is to pre-
vent source spoofing. Source accountability mechanism of
AIP is an extension of ‘‘unicast reverse path forwarding’’
(uRPF) [47]. The goal of uRPF is to automatically filter

packets when the route to the source address of the pack-
ets points to the same interface which the packet arrived.
AIP combines uRPF with a second mechanism to automat-
ically verify the authenticity of packets even though pack-
ets arrived on one interface and the reverse route points to
another.

Because public keys are used to generate AIP addresses,
it is possible to use public keys to validate source addresses.
In AIP, source addresses are verified in two places in the
network: at the first-hop routers and when crossing AD
boundaries. If the source host S sends a packet but has not
been verified by the first-hop router or switch R recently, R
will drop the packet and send a verification packet V to S.
S signs the packet V with the private key corresponding to its
EID to prove it has identity EID and forwards the signature
toR.R checkswhether the signature is correct. If the signature
is correct, it stores the information and forwards subsequent
packets for S. Note that the host should re-send the packet
that triggered the V .

When a packet crosses the boundary from AD1 to AD2,
AD2 must decide whether the source address of the packet
is valid. Three possible cases exist. If AD2 trusts AD1 to
have verified the source address of the packet, then AD2
forwards the packet. Otherwise, AD2 conducts uRPF checks
to determine if the packet arrived on the same interface that
the route to the source address of the packet points to. If the
check succeeds, AD2 forwards the packet. However, if both
tests fail, AD2 uses the same verification procedure as a first-
hop router or switch and sends a verification packet to the
source addressAD : EID of the packet. Similarly, if the sender
can reply a correct signature, AD2 forwards the subsequent
packets and the router in AD2 creates a new entry in its
accept cache suggesting that it should forwards the packet
from AD : EID.

A victim that receives unwanted traffic can throttle the
traffic from the source by sending a shut-off packet (SOP)
to the source. It is assumed that well-intentioned hosts are
equipped with a trusted network interface card named smart-
NIC. When receiving an SOP request, the smart-NIC first
checks whether the SOP request is valid. If so, the smart-NIC
installs a filter that throttles further packets to the victim for a
period of time (TTL) specified in the SOP. It is required that
SOPs include the hash of a packet recently sent by the NIC
to the victim, which prevents replay attacks and spoofing-
capable attackers from suppressing traffic between innocent
hosts.

G. ACCOUNTABLE AND PRIVATE INTERNET PROTOCOL
Accountable and Private Internet Protocol (APIP) [43] is a
new protocol that tries to strike a balance between account-
ability and privacy at the network layer. APIP considers the
center of the tussle between accountability and privacy is the
source address. Source addresses should be undeniable links
between packets and senders in an accountable Internet, while
source addresses should be hidden as much as possible in a
privacy-preserving Internet.
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APIP considers that source addresses try to play at least
five distinct roles, including return address, sender identity,
error reporting, flow ID, and accountability. APIP separates
accountability and return addresses. Each APIP packet has
at least two addresses, namely, a destination address and an
accountability address. Each address contains three parts:
1) a network ID (NID), 2) a host ID (HID), and 3) a socket
ID (SID). An NID is used to forward packets to the desti-
nation domain. An HID is used to forward packets to the
host within the destination domain. An SID is used at the
destination host to demultiplex packets to sockets.

FIGURE 9. A high-level overview of APIP [43].

Figure 9 shows a high-level overview of APIP. Firstly,
the sender sends a packet which contains an accountabil-
ity address to identify its accountability delegate. Next,
the sender sends the fingerprint of the packet to its account-
ability delegate. The fingerprint of the packet is used by its
accountability delegate to vouch for the sender. Then, when
the verifier receives the packet the sender sends, it can con-
firm with the sender’s accountability delegate that the packet
is really generated by the sender and vouched by the account-
ability delegate. If the packet is invalid, it will be dropped
by the verifier. The verifier can be any on-path router or the
receiver. After that, the receiver can determine whether the
packets are part of a malicious flow. If so, it can send a shutoff
request to ask the sender’s accountability delegate to stop
vouching for the packets of the sender or even pursue a longer
term administrative or legal solution. Otherwise, the receiver
can respond to the sender with the return address in the packet
as the destination address.

APIP mainly focuses on the sender-flow unlinkability.
In APIP, when a packet is required to contain a return address,
the return address can be encrypted or otherwise masked.

H. ACCOUNTABLE AND PRIVATE
NETWORK ARCHITECTURE
Accountable and Private Network Architecture (APNA) [44]
is a new architecture that guarantees source accountability
and privacy-preserving communication by enlisting ISPs as
accountability agents and privacy brokers. In APNA, network
communication is based on Ephemeral IDentifiers (EphIDs)

rather than long-lived network addresses. EphIDs are cryp-
tographically linked to the identity of a host. APNA also
establishes shared secret keys based on EphIDs and encrypt
all payload data by default. In short, EphIDs serve as both
accountability units and privacy units. Because EphIDs are
only identifiers that identify the hosts, they are not sufficient
for routing packets to a destination. Therefore, APNA intro-
duces the AS Identifier (AID) to indicate the location infor-
mation. Consequently, a host can be reached by AID:EphID
where the AID identifies the AS the host resides in, and the
EphID identifies the host of the corresponding AS.

Figure 10 shows a high-level overview of APNA. Firstly,
a host authenticates to the Registry Service (RS) of its AS and
obtains bootstrapping information. Next, the host communi-
cates with the Management Service (MS) of its AS to get the
EphID. Then, the two communicating parties should know
each other’s AID:EphID identifiers, which can be achieved by
the extension of DNS. The two hosts establish a shared sym-
metric secret key derived from public keys associated with the
hosts’ EphIDs to be used for network-layer data encryption.
Finally, the two communicating parties use the shared secret
symmetric key to encrypt every packet to achieve privacy-
preserving communication.

The APNA packet header contains the source and destina-
tion AID:EphID tuples and a MAC of the packet’s contents.
A Border Router (BR) in the source AS can only allow
packets originated from authenticated hosts and authorized
EphIDs to leave the AS. The transit ASes just simply forward
the packets to the next AS along the routing path.

VI. USER-TARGETED ACCOUNTABILITY
In this section, we present the protocols that aim to account
for users. User-targeted accountability refers to the ability
that holds users responsible for the packets they have sent
using a device. Similarly, users must be identified uniquely.
In fact, when a user subscribes to an ISP, the user will be
assigned authentication credentials which generally contain a
unique identifier used for user identification. Then, effective
mechanisms should be used to ensure the authenticity of the
packets that users send through devices, e.g., SAVI [46]. After
that, association between users and their sent packets should
be created. Currently, several methods can be used to achieve
such a goal:

• The first method is to embed user identifiers into
IP addresses. Currently, the length of IPv6 addresses
allows for embedding extra information to meet spe-
cific requirements. Therefore, user identifiers and extra
information can be used to generate IPv6 addresses, e.g.,
NIDTGA [54].

• The second one is to carry user identifiers in IP
options or extension headers. IP protocols (i.e., IPv4 and
IPv6) allow people to define extra options or extension
headers to increase new functionalities andmeet specific
requirements. For example, TrueID [57] insert user iden-
tifiers into an extension header to associate users with
their packets.
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FIGURE 10. A high-level overview of APNA [44].

• The third options is to store binding logs of user identi-
fiers and IP addresses [45]. Every time a user connects
to the Internet, its ISP stores related information of this
access, including user identifier, IP address, time, and
MAC address.

A. AS-BASED ACCOUNTABILITY
Simon et al. [45] argue that accountability is the key to cost-
effective handling of DDoS attacks on a network such as
Internet. To solve network-layer DoS attacks, the solution
should have a number of attractive features: 1) incremental
deployability, 2) independence of infrastructure hardware,
3) backward compatibility. and 4) economic viability. There-
fore, the authors propose an AS-based accountability (ABA)
architecture as a cost-effective defense to filter unwanted
traffic at the source, which uses a set of techniques that
together satisfy the above criteria.

Simon et al. [45] define accountability in a network as
containing two components: 1) identification, and 2) defen-
sibility. The former means that the traffic sender can be
identified by some persistent attribute. The latter means that
receivers have the ability to prevent traffic from a source with
a persistent attribute.

ABA uses five steps to create accountability among a
group of ASes. The first step is to identify the customer and
track the association between source IP address and customer
by upgraded customer relationship management (CRM) sys-
tems or address assignment logs. The second step is to deploy
strict ingress filtering over all customers in participating ISPs.
The third step is to relay a target’s request to filter traffic from
a particular IP address using the filter request server (FRS)
system. The fourth step is that a participating ISP marks
the packets with the ‘‘evil bit’’ when the packets enter non-
participating ISPs. The final step is to stop reflection attacks
by keeping ‘‘evil bit state’’ in hosts.

B. NETWORK IDENTITY AND TIME GENERATED ADDRESS
Network Identity and Time Generated Address
(NIDTGA) [54] is an IPv6 address generation algorithm
embedded Network Identity and time information that can
be used to design and implement an IPv6 address gener-
ation and traceback system. NIDTGA is based on Source
Address Validation Architecture (SAVA) [81] which ensures
the authenticity of the IPv6 source addresses. SAVA aims at
constructing a secure environment for the compulsory source
address validation at the access network, intra-domain and
inter-domain levels.

NIDTGAmainly solves three key issues. Firstly, it designs
a scalable structure of NID. To realize the principle of NID
design, –namely hierarchy, scalability, confidentiality, flexi-
bility, memorability, and usability, 40-bit NIDs can be divided
into three parts, including Division Part (4 bits), Organization
Part (m bits) and User Part (36 � m bits). Totally, there exist
16 organization’s sizes with the maximum of 234 and the
minimum of 24. User Part of NIDs can be generated from
the current organization identities.

Secondly, it defines the IPv6 address generation algorithm
using NID and time information. The interface identifier of
an NIDTGA is generated from the encryption of a 40-bit NID
and 24-bit time information using IDEA algorithm rather than
embedding NID in the interface identifier of an IPv6 address
directly, which protects the user’s privacy.

Finally, it implements the whole system for the generation,
allocation, management and traceback of IPv6 address with
privacy protection. In the NIDTGA system, Address Genera-
tion Server uses IDEA algorithm to encrypt the concatenation
of NID and time information and assigns the NIDTGA to
the host. NID Management Server generates NIDs based on
hosts’ current organization identifiers and validates the login
credentials. NID Traceback Server is used to trace back the
user identity of an IPv6 address.
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TABLE 3. Functionality comparison of all the network-layer accountability protocols.

C. TrueID
TrueID [57] is a user accountability protocol which labels
Internet actions with solid proofs through embedding packets
with a sender’s undeniable identity code.

SAVI devices are used to keep IP source address authentic
within domains in TrueID. Once a user is self-authenticated,
SuperFlow switch [82] will bind the user’s private keys to
other related information and embed the user’s credible iden-
tity into the extension header of the packets. Also, SuperFlow
switch can control flows with different granularities due to
its support of SDN/Openflow architecture. At the same time,
an SDN controller is used to distribute the flow control rule
in the network. A public key exchange server (PKES) is used
to store local users’ keys and respond to public-key inquiries
from local or allied domains.

In TrueID, when a sender sends packets to a receiver, SAVI
devices will firstly filter spoofing packets. Then, SuperFlow
switch embeds a TrueID header containing a provable signa-
ture into each packet. After the receiver receives the packets,
it inquires the sender’s public key from the local PKES and
validates the signatures of the packets. Note that the local
PKES may inquiry the source PKES for the public key of the
sender for the first time.

VII. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we present a qualitative analysis of the
accountability protocols that have been discussed throughout
this paper. We mainly focus on the analysis of the account-
ability function, deployability, and security of all the account-
ability protocols.

A. ACCOUNTABILITY FUNCTION ANALYSIS
We summarize the accountability function analysis results
in Table 3. The second column indicates the accountability
type of each protocol. The third column indicates which
identifier each protocol uses to identify entities. Note that ‘‘IP
address’’ in the third column refers to both IPv4 address and

IPv6 address. The finer-grained and more accurate identifier
is, the more correct and effective the protocol can account
for misbehaviors. The fourth column represents the packet
validation mechanism that each protocol uses. To achieve
accountability in the Internet, authentic packets must be
ensured. If packets are bogus, the accountability results are
incorrect and untrustworthy. The fifth column presents the
packet-identity association method of each protocol. Some
protocols use IP addresses to identify networks and hosts
and associate their packets with them, e.g., Passport, CGA,
SAVI, and Persona. Others use new identifiers such as public
key, UID, and NID to identify hosts and users and embed
such identifiers into addresses or an extension header to
associate a host or user identity with their packets, e.g., AIP,
APIP, APNA,NIDTGA, and TrueID. The final column shows
the accountability services available in each protocol. Most
of the protocols can provide packet filtering service. Some
protocols can provide advanced services, such as shutoff and
traceback.

B. DEPLOYABILITY ANALYSIS
Table 4 summarizes the analysis results of deployability.
The second and third columns indicate whether each protocol
supports deployment at the current IP version (IPv4 and
IPv6). Some protocols such as CGA, NIDTGA, TrueID,
and APNA only support either IPv6 or IPv4, while BAFI
requires the modification of the current IP. The fourth col-
umn (Renumbering) indicates whether the accountability
protocols require AS and host renumbering. AIP, APIP, and
APNA require both AS and host renumbering. BAFI requires
host renumbering, while IPA only requires AS renumbering.
Renumbering will increase the difficulty to adopt the pro-
tocol in the current Internet, especially host renumbering.
The fifth column (cost) presents the cost of deploying the
protocol. Some protocols such as ingress filtering, SAVI and
NIDTGA only require simple configuration, or upgrading
and adding devices, which cost little. Some other protocols
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TABLE 4. Deployability comparison of all the network-layer accountability protocols.

TABLE 5. Security comparison of all the network-layer accountability protocols.

require the modification of hosts, network devices and basic
infrastructure and cost much, such as AIP, BAFI, APIP and
APNA. The sixth column indicates whether the protocol
will work in the case of partial deployment. The seventh
column shows the adoption incentive for each protocol. The
results are obtained from comprehensively considering all
the columns before. The last two columns present the infras-
tructures and protocol modification that are required for the
current Internet. For example, SAVI requires the update of
the network devices, while AIP requires the modification of
IP header and adding smart NICs to hosts.

C. SECURITY ANALYSIS
The security analysis and comparison results of network-
layer accountability protocols are summarized in Table 5.
The second to fifth columns indicate what attacks each pro-
tocol solves. Most protocols solve source spoofing attack.
Although most protocols can solve DDoS attacks based on
source spoofing, we consider a protocol can solve DDoS

attacks based on compromised hosts in the third ‘‘DDoS’’
column. Because Persona, APIP, and APNA consider a bal-
ance between accountability and privacy, they have better
performance in privacy considerations. Some protocols may
still have security limitations. For example, a malicious host
can omit briefing packets after being verified in APIP. Under
the circumstances, those packets cannot be accounted for
due to the lack of packet fingerprints in the malicious host’s
accountability delegate.

VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper begins by providing an overview of accountability
definitions. In fact, it is important to give a definition of
accountability before studying its properties at the network
layer of the Internet. Through the investigation, analysis, and
comparison of related work, we consider that network-layer
accountability is to determine whether an entity has sent a
specific packet and provide countermeasures in the case of
misbehaviors.
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Then, we propose a framework and taxonomy of network-
layer accountability. The accountability framework can be
used as a guide to new network-layer accountability designs.
Currently, we classify the state of the art according to
accountability granularity. Actually, we can also explore
other classifications of these protocols, e.g., according to
the actions of entities in the packet forwarding process. The
actions of an entity in the Internet can be classified into three
categories:

1) to send packets to other entities,
2) to forward packets for other entities,
3) and to receive packets from other entities.

Therefore, we can also classify these protocols into three
categories: source accountability, forwarding accountability,
and destination accountability. Source accountability is to
determine whether a source has sent a packet. The accountees
of source accountability can be any entity that sends pack-
ets. Forwarding accountability is to determine whether an
interconnected entity has correctly forwarded a packet. The
accountee of forwarding accountability can be any entity that
forwards packets, such as switches, routers, or even transit
ASes. Destination accountability is to determine whether a
destination has received a packet. Most of the network-layer
accountability protocols belong to source accountability,
while none of them are destination accountability proto-
cols. We believe one reason for this situation is that among
the above three types of actions, sending packets is the most
important because there would be none of the other types
of actions if initially there is no packet sent. Obviously,
this kind of classification is not the best choice. But it does
help us consider why there are no destination accountability
protocols. In our context, destination accountability refers to
account for whether a receiver has received specific packets.
Then, destination accountability must at least ensure that a
receiver cannot deny having received packets and cannot be
accused of receiving packets that it did not receive. As the
receiving actions are passive, it is difficult to account for these
actions and define misbehaviors.

Finally, we conduct a comparative analysis of the account-
ability function, deployability, and security of these proto-
cols. According to the analysis in Section VII-A, we find
that all the protocols follow the framework we proposed in
Section III-A. According to the analysis in Section VII-B,
some protocols [15], [43], [44] are well-designed but require
new communication identifiers and large-scale modifications
to the deployed infrastructures (e.g., DNS), while some other
protocols [14], [16], [51], [57] are costly.

The goal of this paper is to provide an overview of
network-layer accountability research. Based on this survey
of network-layer accountability protocols, the authors identi-
fied some issues that need to be addressed, for instance:

• Currently, many protocols are proposed to address the
accountability issues of the Internet. Each protocol pro-
vides a method of building accountability into the Inter-
net. All these methods differ with each other. A lack of
a general framework for building accountability into the

Internet makes it difficult to design new accountability
protocols. In Section III-A, we summarize a simple but
useful framework for achieving network-layer account-
ability in the Internet. This framework is not perfect
enough and can still be improved through the formal-
ization of four properties and the necessary verification.

• From the above analyses, we find that each protocol
has different goals, such as fine-grained accountability
(i.e., host- or user-targeted accountability), modest cost,
and good deployability. However, how to design a pro-
tocol that simultaneously achieves fine-grained account-
ability, modest costs, and good deployability is still
a big problem. To ensure fine-grained accountability,
host or user identifiers should be used and managed.
To achieve good deployability, new designed protocols
should be incrementally deployable and attract early
deployment. We believe that using currently deployed
infrastructures or technologies with a few minor modi-
fications will have lower deployment costs than rolling
out new infrastructures. During the design process,
we should also adopt lightweight operations to achieve
modest costs.

• Although many protocols focus on the establishment of
accountability in the Internet, little attention is paid to
the quantification of accountability. As far as we know,
Xiao et al. [41] proposed a hierarchy model to quantify
the accountability of a system. Actually, we can consider
the quantification of accountability from multiple levels
and different requirements of accountors. We believe
that network-layer accountability is achieved when
each packet is accountable. Therefore, we can quantify
network-layer accountability by defining and calculat-
ing the accountability of each packet according to the
accountability framework mentioned in Section III-A.

• Accountability and privacy are both considered valu-
able properties, but they appear to conflict. Currently,
APIP [43] and APNA [44] are the main proposals that
try to balance accountability and privacy. But they both
require new communication identifiers and large scale of
modifications to fully deployed Internet infrastructures
and protocols. How to design new protocols that avoid
these modifications and use resources and protocols
available remains unresolved.

All of these questions remain open and any answers would
greatly improve network-layer accountability of the Internet.
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